
There was a time when there was little doubt about America's

direction.

Our house was in reasonable order.

We were hard at the task of strengthening our defenses.

We had every prospect as a.nation of insuring peace and

stability.

The President then was-.Gerald R. Ford. And he was a good one.

Today, four years later, Mr. Carter is President and our situation

is vastly different.

We are here tonight because the time for this Presidential term

is running out. You have heard of the proposals to change a

President's term to six years. The best argument I know against

the six year term is sitting in the White House today.

Mr. Carters time in the White House must end.

It must end because it is risking our future.

It must end because it was a mistake.

In fact, the Presidency of Jimmy Carter has been one enormous

mistake. It has been a mistake that we in this hall -- and all

Americans must not allow to be repeated.

Look at our world. We see peace threatened, our defenses weakened,

the military balance tipped, the Soviet Union and its agents from
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Cuba and Vietnam - expand, exploit, invade, and repress in

Eastern Europe, in Asia, in the Middle East, in Africa, in Latin

America. In many parts of the World, freedom is on the run.

When the Soviet Union invaded Afghanistan, Mr. Carter said

that the United States was "facing the gravest crisis since

World War II." He is correct. Although it is not clear to me he

understands quite why. I don't believe, even now, that he fully

appreciates our "margin for error" is gone.

If there is a message I would leave tonight, from everything

I know and have experienced, it is that the margin for error" for

the United States has disappeared.

In an earlier period, we could make some mistakes, but our

abundance of political, economic, and military power provided us

with a margin for error.

- Mismanagement of relations with our allies could be

absorbed by the reservoir of good will for America in

the world.

- An error in arms negotiations or an unwise defense

cut by Congress could be absorbed, because of our

vast military power. No one mistake could tip the

scale, because we still had a margin.

But, with that margin gone, Presidents, the Congress, our

Allies each of us is now called upon for a higher standard

of insight and wisdom. The casual priorities of an earlier, more



forgiving, period will not do.

In the 1930's the world was in danger. And the West stood

unprepared. One man rose up in dissent. The balance of power, he

said, was shifting. Weakness, he warned, would one day lead to

war. Beware the "gathering storm"

But his fellow citizens did not listen until it was too late

Only then 40 years ago this summer was that man of vision,

Winston Churchill, called forward. Free people have long regretted

that his warnings went unheeded.

Today it is not one man, but one party our party that

is sounding the warning. And I believe the American people know we

are right. They know that on this crucial issue, the Carter Admin-

istration is wrong.

The first task of government is to provide for Jie security

of its people. Adequate national security is not our only goal as

a people. We have higher purposes. But without i, without a

healthy deterrentf none of our other goals or our hopes are

possible.

Th.e muos.t significant world event in the past 35 years has been

th massive shift of military power, away from the United States to

the Soviet Union. That shift long in coming -- is today injecting

a fundamental ìnstabiliy into the world equation.
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It is not mere coincidence that political and economic anarchy

has grown in direct proportion to the decline of Mnerica's strength

and of Americas leadership.

Our weakness is provoking predator nations to act out

their worst instincts.

- And it is provoking those among our friends and allies,

who once looked to America; to now attempt their own

course.

The Carter Administrati-on represents a dangerous and embarrassing

episode in our history.

It has been wrong. It has been wrong, not simply because they:

cancelled the B-l.

delayed the Mx missile.

cut the shipbuilding program; and,

still today refuse adequate pay to the men and women of

our armed services.

All of whicft it has done, nd done despite intelligence

information which has been almost uniformly unfavorable to the

United States.

There are other cQmpelling reasons why tftLs period bas been

so damaging.

The Soviet Union has spent for the zuilitary in current

dollars, some $200 billion more thn the United States

over a decade.
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Democratic Congresses have cut, more than $40 billion

from three Presidentst defense budgets.

And in the face of all this, the Carter Administration

came into office pledging to cut, and it has cut

$38 billion from the last Republican defense program.

The result is that today the Soviets are spending $50 billion

more each year than the United States for ships, guns, tanks,

and planes.

Even today, after Afghanistan, Mr. Carter's defense budget

buys fewer naval aircraft than we lose each year through accidents

and attrition.

The Soviet Union is engaged in the most massive peacetime arms

buildup in the history of mankind.

I know that numbers can be difficult, but think of the weight

and momentum of that effort. Think of the options that those

capabilities provide the Soviet Union.

One of the reasons we find ourselves facing a "gathering storm"

is that Mr. Carter is perhaps the most naive president in modern

times. The things we need to keep the peace have been unilaterally

scuttled. And nothing not one solid concession -- was achieved

in exchange.



It has been said by columnists. It has even been said by

members of Mr. Carter's own party that the Carter Administration

has been the "surprised" Administration.

Surprised when the Russians invaded Afghanistan.

Surprised that the Russians lied to us.

Surprised the first time our embassy in Iran was seized.

- President Carter was even surprised to discover how his

own Ambassador voted on Israel in the U. N.

We should not be surpri.sed that the world wonders what he will

do next.

I submit that those who campaigned in 1976 to reduce our

national security investment, those who despite repeated warnings

from all sides, have mindlessly presided over the weakening of our

security, cannot now be entrusted with our future.

A man who has been sleepwalking during four years of America's

decline cannot be entrusted to wake up and open his eyes in the next

four years.

Our problems can still be managed, but the time for correction

is short. The fact and it is a fact that Mr. Carter cannot

lead or govern successfully does not mean that the American people

will not respond to leadership.

America will be governed.

America will be led.
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It will be led when we elect Governor Ronald Reagan President

of the United States.

We will have leadership that knows that the first requirement

of a great nations' foreign policy is that there be one.

We will have steady leadership.

Leadership that will not, by lack of clarity, understatement,

or overcommittment, risk micalculation by friends or adversaries.

Leadership that knows as night follows day that nothing

endangers our freedom, our independence, our hopes indeed nothing

risks peace so inexorably and inevitably as the steady erosion

of our strength.

And leadership that will negotiate -- as we should -- from a

position of strength, not weakness.

Honorable people can differ as to the reasons which led us to

this situation. But, given the velocity of world events, who

among us really believes that this Administration is capable

of getting us out of it?

The election of Jimmy Carter in 1976 was a mistake. And

we will be condemned in history and should be condemned, if,

through indecision or misdirection, we, as a people, let peace

perish.



There is nothing in Providence to assure our security and

freedom. But there is everything in the will, the resources,

and the history of the American people to show that we can rise

to the task.

The world should never sell America short.

To those in this hall, and those listening across the nation:

Join with us as we reich out from this convention.

And join with us as we go out from this convention, determined

to earn the right to lead this great country once again.


